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THE ISRAEL EXPORT AND INTERNATIONAL 
COOPERATION INSTITUTE

The Israel Export and International Cooperation 
Institute is your premier gateway for doing business 
with Israeli companies. Established and funded by the 
government and the private sector, IEICI’s expertise 
in technology and product scouting, joint ventures 
and strategic alliances with Israeli companies spans 
more than half a century. Whatever your field is, IEICI 
offers access to relevant businesses and government 
resources. IEICI will provide the information you need to 
connect, negotiate and do business all over the world. 
On behalf of the Israel Export Institute I would like 
to invite you to review this catalog of leading Israeli 
companies that will participate in our delegation to 
Hannover Messe.
Israel is gaining expertise and recognition in the 
field of Industry 4.0. Companies from around the 
world are turning to Israel to solve complex issues, 
attend conferences, and meet startups. This situation 
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Karin Chen - Head of Sectors– Automotive & Smart 
Mobility; Industry 4.0 | Int’l Organizations 
karinc@export.gov.il ; www.export.gov.il

is ideal for Israeli companies, which possess 
inventive solutions to support the industry’s 
changing landscape. The sector covers solutions 
such as: Operations Optimization, Robotics, 
Inspection&Testing, Maintenance, 3D Printing 
and Cyber Security.

mailto:karinc%40export.gov.il%20?subject=Hanover%20Messe%202022
http://www.export.gov.il
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The Foreign Trade Administration (FTA) at the Israeli 
Ministry of Economy and the Industry managers and 
supports Israel’s international trade and trade policy.

Through its headquarters in Jerusalem together with 
more than 40 economic and trade missions in key 
financial centers throughout the world, the FTA works 
tirelessly to promote Israel’s economy on a global 
scale.

The FTA operates a network of economic and 
commercial attaches around the world, who constitute 
the operational-diplomatic arm of the Ministry 
in overseas markets and provide a wide range of 
services to Israeli companies and the international 
business community. 

FOREIGN TRADE ADMINISTRATION, 
MINISTRY OF ECONOMY & INDUSTRY
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Aviv Doron - Chief of Staff, Export Promotion Division 
Foreign Trade Administration 
Aviv.Doron@economy.gov.il ; www.itrade.gov.il

Simon Steffgen - Trade officer 
Economic and Trade Mission to Berlin 
Simon.Steffgen@israeltrade.gov.il ; www.itrade.gov.il

Vincent Grube - Trade officer 
Economic and Trade Mission to Munich 
Vincent.Grube@israeltrade.gov.il ; www.itrade.gov.il

For further information:

mailto:Aviv.Doron%40economy.gov.il?subject=Hanover%20Messe%202022
http://www.itrade.gov.il
http://www.itrade.gov.il
mailto:Simon.Steffgen%40israeltrade.gov.il?subject=Hannover%20Messe%202022
http://www.itrade.gov.il
mailto:Vincent.Grube%40israeltrade.gov.il?subject=Hannover%20Messe%202022
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3d Signals bridges the connectivity gap and enables 
transparency of production floors for data-driven 
decision-making to improve manufacturers’ 
business KPIs. By placing non-invasive sensors 
on machines, we record their status and transmit 
the information to a data acquisition platform 
and upload it to the cloud. Our customers proved 
our solution to improve machine availability and 
productivity by 30% within 3 months of installation.

   www.3dsignals.com

stand #6

www.3dsignals.com
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Feelit Technologies Ltd. is an Industry 4.0 company 
operating in the field of Predictive Maintenance. The 
Company has developed a patented nanomaterials 
ink-based sensing technology, combining a printed 
sticker sensor and proprietary analytics, that can 
detect parameter changes in industrial systems, 
providing value to users through improved uptime, 
as well as reduced asset cost of ownership, and 
safety risks.

   www.feelit.tech

stand #8

http://www.feelit.tech
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NanoScent is a startup offering its novel VOCID range 
scent recognition solutions for healthcare, food 
& beverage, and chemical and energy industries 
for quality control and process monitoring at the 
PPB level. For example, with VOCID Purity, you can 
monitor gas line cleanliness in-line by having a 
reference level which is established by exposing 
the a sensor to a clean line.

  www.nanoscentlabs.com

stand #7

http://nanoscentlabs.com
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Newsight develops advanced image sensor chips 
& solutions for two business units: Machine Vision 
and Spectral Analysis. Our 3D machine vision 
depth sensors serve verticals such as Industry 
4.0, Automotive Safety & AV, Robotics, and more. 
Newsight leverages years of experience in chip design 
to provide high-quality, accurate, small-sized sensors 
at an unbeatable price, enabling advanced sensing 
technology for high-volume markets.

   www.nstimg.com

stand #2

http://www.nstimg.com
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Radiflow is an OT Cyber Security company that 
develops unique tools to secure digital assets for 
the long term. The company works directly with 
Managed Security Service Providers to oversee 
the discovery and management of all relevant 
data security points. Founded in 2009, Radiflow has 
offices across the globe. Its’ field-proven solutions 
are installed in over 6000 sites around the world.

   www.radiflow.com

stand #9

http://radiflow.com
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Seebo enables manufacturers to unlock the full 
potential of their production processes - maximizing 
efficiency and reducing losses in areas such as 
waste, quality, throughput, energy efficiency, yield, 
and emissions.
The Seebo solution delivers clear recommendations 
to manufacturers - including the optimal process 
set-points and ranges, along with real-time alerts to 
prevent inefficiencies and production losses before 
they happen.
Seebo is used by leading manufacturers including 
Nestle, Mondelez, ArcelorMittal, GKN and Pepsico.

   www.seebo.com

stand #3

http://www.seebo.com
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IoT cyber security software solution provider, 
enabling IoT service and solution providers to 
monitor and secure mass-scale B2B IoT/IIoT 
networks, reduce operational costs and generate 
new revenue streams. Based on over 15 years of 
research (MIT) and 80 academic papers, Shield- 
IoT patented technology delivers the world’s first 
coreset-AI anomaly detection solution to enable 
accurate analytics at mass scale.

   www.shieldiot.io

stand #4

https://shieldiot.io/
http://www.shieldiot.io
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A software company that presents a new generation 
of accurate and robust augmented reality (AR) 
technology that is specially designed for Automotive 
and industrial OEM’s, Line Builders and Tier -1 
suppliers to keep their digital twin aligned with 
their products and assets during production phases 

   www.skillreal.com

stand #5

https://www.skillreal.com/
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VZ enables ad-hoc factory upgrades, optimizes 
performance, guarantees availability and quality. 
Quickly and efficiently reduces waste and 
energy consumption, automates manual tasks, 
increases yield, and prevents machine downtime. 
Autonomous Sensors are a whole in-one-solution, 
immediately available for technicians and plant 
managers. Superior laser sensing performance, 
cost-efficient, versatile, and smart.

   www.vocalzoom.com

stand #1

http://www.vocalzoom.com
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